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INTRODUCTION 

The legal basis for the audit carried out by the External Auditors is given in the Financial 

Regulations 10.1 and in the decision of the Steering Committee February 13, 2014. 

The present report gives account to the Steering Committee of the results of our audits. 

The audit considered the ICRANet Financial Operating Report at 31 December 2015 and the 

budgetary accounts and their consistency. 

The financial periods are governed by the Statute of ICRANET, and by the Financial 

Regulations. These have to be interpreted considering the Decision of the Steering Committee 

(February 13, 2014) to disclose the accounts in accordance with the International Public 

Sector Accounting Standards (IPSAS). 

We have carried out the audit of the accounts for the Financial Year 2015 based on INTOSAI 

standards and, in particular, on IPSAS regime and in line with the additional terms of 

reference forming an integral part of the Financial Regulations of ICRANet. 

We have planned the working activities according to our audit strategy to obtain a reasonable 

assurance that the Financial Statements are free from material misstatement. 

We have evaluated the accounting principles and related estimates made by Management and 

we have assessed the adequacy of the presentation of information in the Financial Statements. 

Thus, we have obtained through the audit a sufficient basis for the opinion given below. 

We have tested, on a sample basis, a number of transactions and relevant documentation and 

we have obtained sufficient and reliable evidence in relation to the accounts and disclosures in 

the Financial Statements. 

During the audit all questions were clarified and discussed with the responsible officials. 

The team had regular discussions with Mr Ruffini, Director of ICRANet, and with members 

of his staff or in other departments, depending on the subject matter under consideration. 

The result of the audit was communicated on November 9th, 2016, with preliminary 

observations.  

Staff answers have been received on 17 of November 2016 and have been duly incorporated 

in this report. 

We audited the ICRANET financial operating report on the audited accounts  held by the 

Organization relating to the financial results as at 31 December 2015, presented in compliance 

with the Financial Regulations  10.1, for the financial year 2015.  
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A Letter of Representation referring to the Accounts for the Financial Year 2015, signed by 

the Director, was included in the Financial Statements and it is an integral part of the audit 

documentation.  

We have highlighted the results of our audit activity as “Recommendations”, A follow-up 

process will be carried out about each of them.   

Finally, we wish to express our appreciation for the courtesy and the availability shown by all 

the ICRANet Staff units to whom we asked information and documents. 
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Corte dei conti 

AUDIT CERTIFICATE 

Independent Auditor’s Report 

We have audited the financial statements at 31 December 2015  of ICRANET, comprising the 

Statement of Financial Position, Financial  Performance, the Statement of changes in net 

assets and the Cash-flow statement for the year ending on that date, as well as specific 

explanatory Notes. 

Responsibility of the ICRANet Director for the financial statements 

It is the responsibility of the Director to draw up and faithfully present the financial 

statements in line with the requirements laid down in the ICRANET Financial Regulations 

and with the commitment to reach a full compliance with the International Public Sector 

Accounting Standards (IPSAS) in a time lapse of three years ending on 31st December 2017. 

Furthermore, the Staff of Icranet is responsible for maintaining such a control system as it 

deems necessary to ensure the preparation and fair presentation of financial statements that 

are free from material misstatement, whether as a result of fraud or significant errors.  

Responsibility of the auditor 

It is our responsibility to express an opinion on ICRANET's financial statements based on our 

audit. We conducted our audit in accordance with the International Standards of Supreme 

Audit Institutions, published by International Organization of Supreme Audit Institutions 

(INTOSAI). Those standards require us to comply with ethical requirements, and to plan and 

perform the audit in such a way as to obtain reasonable assurance that the financial statements 

are free from material misstatement. Audit involves performing procedures to gather evidence 

attesting about the amounts and the data provided and disclosures in the financial statements. 

The choice of procedures is left to the discretion of the auditor, including assessment of the 

risk of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or errors. In 

making those assessments, the auditor considers the level of the internal control in place in the 

entity for preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements, in order to determine 

audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not with the aim of expressing 
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an opinion on the efficient functioning of the entity's internal control. Audit also includes 

assessment of the validity of the accounting methods adopted and of whether the accounting 

estimates made by the Director are reasonable, as well as appraisal of the overall presentation 

of the financial statements. 

We believe that the evidence obtained provides a sufficient and appropriate basis for our 

opinion. 

 Opinion 

 In our opinion, the financial statements present fairly, in all essential points, the financial 

position of ICRANet as at 31 December 2015, and its financial performance, changes in net 

asset, cash flows. They are compliant with the Financial Regulations and on the path to reach 

full compliance with IPSAS. In accordance with the additional terms of reference governing 

external audit in Regulation 10.5 of the ICRANet Financial Regulations, we have also issued 

a detailed report, dated 8th of  November 2016, on our audit of the Financial Statements . 

Emphasis of matter 

Some weaknesses have been detected with reference to the registering and managing of the 

assets. Although the amount involved is not material, we draw the attention of the Steering 

Committee to the necessary improvement of such activities as part of the sound management 

of ICRANET. We aknowledge the measures that are already being undertaken by the 

Management, who will monitor the effectiveness of these measures. 

 

Rome, 30 novembre 2016  

Arturo Martucci di Scarfizzi 

F.to Presidente della Corte dei conti 
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NATURE AND STRUCTURE OF ICRANET  

1. The ICRANet (International Network of Centres for Relativistic Astrophysics) has been 

established by a special international agreement signed in Rome on 19 March 2003.  

2. The Italian Republic ratified the agreement with Law n. 31 of 10 February 2005 

recognizing the ICRANet "as an independent international organization, with its own 

management, to international status, as well as powers, privileges, immunities 

appropriate". The agreement also requires the consent of a State or an international 

organization to be bound by the agreement does not constitute an obligation to provide 

financial support. ICRANet is authorized to receive voluntary contributions by States or 

international organizations. 

3. The Agreement was also ratified by the State of Vatican City on 30.07.2003, by the 

Republic of Armenia on 30.10.2003 and by the Republic of Brazil on 12.08.2011. 

4. Members of ICRAnet are four States and three Universities and Research Centers: Italy, 

Armenia, the State of Vatican City and Brazil and, moreover, the University of Arizona 

(Tucson USA), the Stanford University (USA) and the ICRA. 

5. The Statute annexed to the Agreement and to Law 31/2015, states that the ICRANet has 

purely scientific purpose for research and training in relativistic astrophysics, has 

international status and enjoys of the legal capacity necessary for the exercise of its 

functions and the fulfillment of its purposes. 

6. We note the importance of further interactional agreements, listed below: 

•  the Agreement on June 23, 2006 signed between the town of Nice and the ICRANet a 

long-term lease on the land owned by the City of Nice on which insists Villa Ratti; 

• the Agreement of Cooperation ICRANet -FAPERJ of August 12, 2013; on August 27, 

2013 was signed the Agreement of Cooperation between ICRANet and CAPES; on 

September 12, 2013 a Seat agreement was signed between Brazil and ICRANet.. 

7. The headquarters (Coordination Centre) is in Pescara. 

8. Other seats have been set up in Rome at the University "La Sapienza," and in Armenia 

with special seat agreement (Host Country Agreements), the last of which was signed on 

15 February 2015 with Armenia, establishing a seat att the National Academy of Sciences 

in Yerevan. 

9. Bodies are: 

• the Steering Committee; 

• the Director; 
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• the Scientific Committee. 

 

10. The Steering Committee is composed of 15 members. It exercises the functions 

established by Article 6 of the Statute, including in particular: appointment of the 

Director, drawing guidelines for the activities of ICRANet; examination of the level of 

the annual budget; appointment of an external auditor; approval of the annual audit 

plan; drawing up and approval of the rules of staff. According to art. 13 of the Statute, 

The Steering Committee, annually approves the budget  of ICRAnet which is presented 

by the Director for approval by the Committee (Art. IV of the ICRANet Financial 

Regulation). 

11. The Director is appointed by the Steering Committee for a term not exceeding five years, 

renewable (art. 8 of the Statute). The Director shall perform the duties indicated in 

Article 9 of the Statute, including in particular administration, legal representation, 

presentation of the budget, recruitment of staff and annual communication about 

verification of financial accounts by an external auditor (Art. 6 of the Statute). The 

current Director was nominated in the Steering Committee meeting on February 15, 

2010 and was renewed in 2015. 

12. The Scientific Committee is composed of seven members; it exercises the functions 

provided by art. 11 of the Statute including, in particular: an advisory function, the 

assistance in planning activities, coordination of scientific activities, recommendation to the 

Director regarding the growth of ICRANet and the specific directions for research. 

THE ACCOUNTING STATEMENTS 

13 The Financial Statements of ICRANET were prepared and presented in compliance 

with IPSAS 1 and include the following elements: 

I. Statement of financial position – Balance sheet at 31 December 2015 with 

comparative figures as at 31 December 2014 showing Assets (divided into Current and 

Non-current assets), Liabilities (split into Current and Non-current liabilities)  and Net 

assets; 

II. Statement of financial performance for the year ended 31 December 2015 with 

comparative figures as at 31 December 2014 showing the Surplus/Deficit for the 

financial year; 
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III. Statement of Changes in Net Assets/Equity for the period ended 31 December 

2015, showing the value of the Net assets including the surplus or deficit for the 

Financial Year including losses directly recorded in Net assets without being 

transferred to the Statement of Financial Performance;  

IV. Cash flow Statement for the year ended 31 December 2015, showing the inflow and 

outflow of cash and cash equivalents, purposely regarding the operational, investments 

and financing transactions and the treasury totals at the end of the Financial Year; 

V. Reconciliation: budgetary result with surplus and with cash flow. Comparison of 

budgetary results with performance data and with financial data for the 2015 f.y.; 

VI. Notes to the financial statements providing information about accounting policies 

and additional information necessary for a fair presentation . 

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION 2015 

Assets 

14. In 2015 Assets amounted  to € 1,828,572.46   and  they  decreased  by € 43,996.44  (-  

2.34  %) in comparison to the value recorded in 2014 (€ 1,872,568.90). 

15. They consisted of Current assets, amounting to € 1,134,997.09 , representing the 62.07% 

on Total Assets (slighty more than in 2014, 60.71%), and of Non-Current Assets, 

equivalent to € 693,575.37  with 37.92% of weight on Total Assets (39.28% in  2014). 

Current Assets 

16. Total current assets in 2015 amounted to € 1,134,997.09, presenting a decrease of €  

1.879,39  (-0.16%) as compared to 2014 (1,136.876.48 euros). The decrease, in overall 

terms, is due only to Cash and cash equivalent (-313,325.04 euros) and is related to the 

amount registered as Receivables of exchange transactions (€ 280.000 from Brasil and 

20,000 for MG14). The basis for the evaluation of current assets is given in Notes from 

2.3 to 2.5. 

Cash and cash equivalent 

17. The sub-heading "Cash and cash equivalent", totaling to 380,776.84, decreased of 

313,325.04 comparing to 2014, and it included cash in hand and all the balances of 

ICRANET banks current account as at 31 December 2015. The mentioned above 

decrease is mainly due to the reduction of the total amount of bank accounts .  Cash 

and cash equivalent   weighted around 33.54 % of the total sub-heading. A breakdown 

of Cash and cash equivalents is shown in the Note 3. 

18. Cash-in-hand at 31 December 2015 amounted to € 3,080.73 
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19. We noted some lacks of accuracy in disclosing the value of some amount in foreign 

currencies present in the safe at 31 December 2015. We were told that the exchange 

rate of foreign currencies considered is not the one at 31december 2015.  

Recommendation n.  1: 

20. We recommend to register the value of cash-in-hand in foreign currency at the exchange 

rate at 31 december of the f.y. of reference (in this case, 31 december 2015). 

Reply from management : 

The management commits to establish in the Budget a special item called "foreign 

currency cash" in order to separately record the stocks held in foreign currency and to make 

the appropriate changes at the closing date of the interested financial year, on the basis of the 

exchange rate at December 31. Anyway, the sum for 2015 is lower than 1.500,00 euro and 

represents residuals from missions abroad.  

Banks 

21. ICRANet holds three bank accounts at the Banca Nazionale del Lavoro (Italy) and one at 

BNP Paribas (France). 

22. The balance of the bank accounts at the BNL amounted to euro 275,008.36. 

23. Our audit revealed no discrepancies in the reconciliation between our counting and the 

amount recorded in the IT System for the Headquarters 

24. We asked all the banks having a business relation with ICRANET to confirm the current 

accounts' balances as at 31 December 2015. We verified that the account’s balances were 

properly recorded into the accounts. All variances detected have been explained and 

justified. It is worthwhile mentioning that we have not received a direct confirmation from 

BNP PARIBAS We acknowledge that as last year Management made all the possible 

efforts to obtain it and, for the reconciliation, we have used the bank’s statement received 

from ICRANET at december 2015. 

25. The records obtained from ICRAnet show a balance of  € 102,687.75 

Recommendation n. 2: 

26. We strongly recommend Staff to renew all efforts to allow us to get the statements of 

outstanding positions for each bank account held by ICRANet.  

Reply from management : 

The staff continued to work hard in order to obtain the statements of outstanding positions 

from BNP PARIBAS also after receiving the Report of External Auditor. The staff could 
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obtain the mentioned documentation only on November 9, 2016. This documentation is 

forwarded here enclosed, together with the replies to the recommendations in the “Report of 

External Auditor”. 

27. Concerning power of signature, we have to note that the only person authorized to 

perform banking operation is the Director. 

Investments 

28. The sub-heading "Investments”, in 2015 amounted to € 453.914,49 with an increase 

respect to 2014 (€ 442,774.60). There is no detailed breakdown of Investments by date of 

maturity, since they are declared to be all short term. An indication is given in the Note 4 

about the separate entry “Accrued Interest”, amounting to € 7,116.25 (decreased from the 

amount of € 7,854.45 registered for 2014). 

Receivables 

29. Current receivables, whether for exchange or non-exchange transactions, represent a net 

worth of 300.305,76. They weighted 26.45 % on the total current assets comparing to a 

null value in 2014. They represent mostly (€ 280,000) the not yet received contribution 

from Brazil (plus an amount of € 20,306 related to the registration fees of the 14th Marcel 

Grossmann Meeting). They are all defined as “from exchange transactions”, as stated in 

Note 6. 

30. Despite the allocation of these entries, we do not agree with their definition.  A scrict use 

of definitions does not allow to consider “Contributions” as “exchange income”  

Recommendation n. 3: 

31. Altough this discrepancy does not affect materially the regularity of the Statements, 

we recommend to better consider the nature of “Contributions”, and to comply with 

the standard that provides for their disclosure as “non-exchange”.  

Reply from management : 

Credits arising from contributions not related to trades will be more properly classified in the 

next budget, as you suggested in the item “accounts receivable” (non-exchange transactions)”. 

In any case, at the closing date of the next financial year, the possible credits from previous 

years will be correctly classified on the basis of their nature. 

 

32. No “Non-current receivable” is disclosed.  
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Non current assets 

33. Non-current assets as at 31 December 2015 totaled to 693,575.37; they recorded a 

reduction of 5,72% mainly due to the depreciation of the buildings. The basis for the 

evaluation of Non-current Assets is given in the Accounting Principles (Note 2.6). 

34. A physical stock checking of items of furniture and IT equipment has been very difficult 

to perform. The inventory of non-fixed properties lacks of accuracy and does not make 

possible the identification of the physical location of the assets. 

Recommendation n. 4 : 

35. We recommend to implement a complete and reliable inventory of properties and to make 

it available for internal control and audit purpose 

Reply from management : 

In the financial years 2016 and 2017 the staff will continue to work to complete the inventory, 

in spite of the operational difficulties, completing the document with the exact location of all 

items. 

Property, plant and equipment 

36. The heading is composed by “Fixed Assets”amounting to 693.575,37, , that is the totality 

of non-current assets .  

37. In the statement of the financial position, according to IPSAS 1, the recognition of 

buildings as assets is required. This recognition is expressly  related to the property of 

them. For the initial recognition, IPSAS 17 indicates to refer to the costs of these items or 

to a reliable fair value. Depreciation is charged systematically over the asset’s useful life, 

and the depreciation method must reflect the pattern in which the asset’s future economic 

benefits or service potential is expected to be consumed by the entity. The residual value 

must be reviewed at least annually and shall equal the amount the entity would receive 

currently if the asset were already of the age and condition expected at the end of its 

useful life. Land and buildings are separable assets and are accounted for separately, even 

when they are acquired together. 

38. For the fixed asset, every “Host Country Agreement” was considered, with the aim of 

getting evidence of the juridical status of the different sites.  

39. Among the building to be considered, we note that the Headquarters in Pescara have to be 

registered according to a “lean to use” agreement, for strict institutional use. While the 

value of the building is not disclosed, the works in it, the last one occurred in 2008, are 

disclosed at a historical value of € 529,600 and a residual value in 2015 amounting to € 

390,187. 
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40. With reference to the fixed asset in Nice (villa Ratti) and to the nature of the “right to 

enjoy” it, the disclosure of its capitalized value appears dubious. The building itself, 

granted to ICRANet thanks to a right of emphyteusis for 30 years, is not disclosed whilst 

the works in the building have been fully capitalized, starting from an original value 

(historical cost) of € 302,344, for a residual value (at the end of 2015 2015) of € 

239,896,50, with a yearly linear depretiation of 3%. 

41. Under IPSAS 17 building in emphyteusis have to be considered as “under control” and 

generating positive value among fixed assets.  Such items could be excluded from the 

scope of the  IPSAS 17 only if a different accounting treatment had been elected in 

accordance with IPSASs (e.g. IPSAS 13 Leases).  

42. The depreciation has to be calculated over the lower of the residual useful life of the asset 

and the residual term of the lease or emphyteusis contract. 

43. On the other hand. it has to be considered that the Host Country Agreement with France is 

not yet fully approved by French Government; nevertheless, the issue of the capitalization 

of Villa Ratti has to be arisen. 

Recommendation n. 5: 

44. We recommend to register and disclose amid the Fixed Assets the capitalized value of 

Villa Ratti, with the appropriate depretiation rate, as soon as the HCA with France is 

formalized. 

Reply from management : 

The long-term leasing contract related to Villa Ratti will be evaluated on the basis of its 

remaining lease term and it will be accounted under the fixed assets as soon as the conditions 

set by IPSAS 17 will occur. Anyway, it must be clarified that a complete statement will be 

provided in the next budget. 

Intangible Assets 

45. We noted that the software in use was  purchased in different years, and shows an 

historical cost of more than 10 thousand of euros. Considering the declared (Note 2.6) 

usefull life of five years, a residual value in f.y. 2015 has to be disclosed. 

46. Furthermore, we had evidence of a registered mark, namely MG meetings, owned by 

Icranet, that has to be evalued and, if the case, capitalized. 

Recommendation n. 6:  

47. We therefore recommend to add the entry "intangibe assets" and to disclose in it the 

opportune values. 
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Reply from management : 

A more complete check will be carried out for the “intangible assets”, including in that item 

also the basic software licenses still in use as well as the evaluation of the “MG” brand. 

They will be recorded under the “statement of financial position” if their value will exceed 

the minimum threshold that is fixed at 1.000,00 euro, as done by other international 

organizations i.e. ICTP.   

Liabilities 

48. In 2015 Liabilities amounted to € 375,994.73, and they decreased of 24,57 % comparing 

to 2014. 

49. They consisted of Current liabilities, amounting to 214,617.68, representing the 57, 08% 

on total Liabilities , and of Non-Current Liabilities, equivalent to  161,327.05, with 

42,92% of weight on total Liabilities. 

Current Liabilities  

50. Total current liabilities in 2015 amounted to € 214,617.68 presenting a decrease of 

146,756.75 euros in respect of 2014. The basis for the evaluation of current liabilities 

assets is given in Notes from 2.7 to 2.9.  

Employee benefits  

51. The sub-headings "Employee benefits” in Current liabilities refers to short terms benefits.  

52. Short-term "Employee benefits”, recorded under “Current liabilities” amounted to € 

164,599.48 with an  increase, comparing to 2014, of 7.68% 

53. They are mostly related to provision for accrued annual leave for € 161,327.05. The 

breakdown of all the liabilities for Employee benefits is presented in Note 10.  

54. Our checks have not revealed any major issue and the provisions are substantially 

accurate 

Other current Liabilities 

55. The heading “Other current liabilities” amounted to € 50.018,20, showing an increase of 

43,30% compared to 2014. This amount, as Note 13 explains, represents the cost for 

printing of volumes for which there has not been a cash flow at the end of the financial 

year 2015,  and the balance of future payments to INAIL.  

56. Among other current liabilities, no liability is accounted for debts to suppliers, neither 

deferred revenues are disclosed. 
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57. While in 2014 a current liability was recorded as “Inter company balances”, no such item 

is present il 2015 statements. We got evidence that it was a debt to ICRA, cleared in 2015. 

Non-current liabilities 

58. Total non-current liabilities in 2015 amounted to € 161,327.05; they increased of 17.72% 

comparing to 2014. 

59. This heading comprised mostly debts related to long-term post-employment benefits, 

namely “liquidazione” under Italian law, amounting to € 161,325.06. An explanation of 

the nature of such liability is offered in Note 10.    

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE 2015 

60. This Statement showed the Organization's operating and financial revenue and expenses 

classified, disclosed and presented on a consistent basis in order to explain the year's net 

deficit or surplus. The result of the period resulted in a surplus of 78.471,49. 

61. The classification adopted in Statement of Financial Performance does not reflect always 

economical criteria. We noted some entries (such as “Research managed by Director” and 

“Nice start-up”) that contain items eterogeneous and in wich are put together different 

kind of expenses, actually expenses for consultancies and for missions. 

62. Since this mixed classification can affect the analysis of the weight of some significant 

kind of expenses  (e.g. consultancies), more accuracy is needed in the disclosure of the 

expenses in relation with the correct category of each one of them.  

Recommendation n. 7 : 

63. We therefore recommend to improve the classification of expenses avoiding to mix them 

in miscellaneous items.  

Reply from management : 

In drafting the next budget, better attention will be paid to the classification of the 

expenditure items, distinguishing them on the basis of their specific nature and avoiding to 

join them according to their purpose. 

Revenue 

64. Total revenue amounted to € 2,194,942.98  with a relevant increase of  9.98% , chiefly 

due to the increase  of  “Other revenue producing activities” and “Other revenue”. On the 

contrary, a decrease was registered   in “Mandatory Contributions”,”Voluntary 

Contributions” and “Finance revenues”. 

65. Separate entries for Mandatory Contributions and Voluntary Contributions are presented. 
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66. The only “Mandatory Contribution” is the one from MAE (Italian Government) 

amounting to € 1,400,330.00. 

67. Voluntary contributions are disclosed for an amount of € 356.192,98. Contribution from 

Brasil represent the main part, amounting to € 280,000. 

68. Revenues other than contributions are mostly related to fees for MG14, for a sum equal to 

277,870.00. 

69. Financial 

Expenses 

70. Expenses totaled 2.116.471, 49 euros with an increase of  8.27% from the value of 2014. 

More detailed disclosure is included in Note 16. 

71. Some expenses are registered as “collaboration” with bodies such as Campus Bio-Medico, 

Specola Vaticana and Centro di calcolo M. Picone CNR, no exchanged service is 

disclosed or registered.   

Recommendation n. 8: 

72. We recommend to consider these expenses as those that Rule 8.3 of Financial 

Regulations provides for, and to list them in the prescribed document signed by the 

Director putting it to the attention of Steering Committee.  

Reply from management : 

Expenditures related to collaborations that do not come from commercial contracts and that 

can be classified as "Ex-gratia Payments", considering they are  beared for the benefit of 

ICRANet, will be accounted signed by the Director and presented to the Steering Committee. 

Personnel and governing bodies 

73. Among Expenses, an entry definerd as “Employee benefits” is disclosed at the value of € 

1,195,595.522 with a decrease of 1,81% in respect to 2014. 

74. We note that such definition could be misleading. Our opinion is that a more accurate 

disclosure of the composition of this subheading is needed, with the aim to give at a 

glance a clear picture of these expenses. This also considering that the personnel costs are 

of primary relevance in the evaluation of thr Financial Performance.   

 

Recommendation n. 9 : 

75. We recommend a better breakdown of Personnel costs. 
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Reply from management : 

In preparing the next budget a better statement on the distribution of personnel costs will be 

provided according to their work performed within ICRANET.  

It is pointed out that the expenses for the meetings of the Governing Bodies for 2015 amount 

to 6.916,26 euro and are recorded separately from other expenses related to the staff. 

76. We got evidence that the amount of Personnel costs in 2015 was € 193,428.7. The 

expenditure refers to 9 units appointed by local recruitment, including two system 

managers paid with a contract as “external consultants” The expenses for” Employes 

salaries” amounting to 86,018.87 euros,showing a decrease of 18,42% comparing to 

2014.The expenses for “Collaborator salaries”amount to 33,000.00. Two units are paid 

with Brazilian funds (51,649.10 euros).The expenses for TFR amoun to euros 5,170.08. 

77. Expenses for Administrative staff are indicated for € 240,078. 

78. The total amount of the “Costs of the bodies”is euros 6,916.26 decreasing by 43,35%r of 

which 653,20  refer to the meetings of the Scientific Committee and  euros 6,263.6 to 

those of the Steering Committeee. 

79. The expenses related to the Director’s honorarium amounts to euro 337.918,01 gross, 

168.840,00 net. This cost has been compared with the amount for Secretary General of 

some other International bodies, such as UN Specialized Agencies. The comparison 

shows that the net value of the ICRANet Director's honorarium is compliant with the 

central line of the UN remuneration system, 168.648,00 USD per annum. 

Other Expenses 

80. Consultants, external experts and mission costs amounted to  152,181.81 euros, shows a 

moderate increase of 1.27% comparing to 2014. 

81. In 2015 the “Cost of training and research”amounts to euros 917,900.15, showing an 

increase of 19.97% comparing to 2014. This subheading includes expenses for scientific 

personnel of the faculty. Salaries for six persons present a gross cost  of € 608,353.69  

82. The expenses related to the “Seat of Nice” amount to 18,434, increasing of 52.79% 

comparing to 2014. 

83. The expenses for “Mission and travels” amounts to euros 1,542.79 refers to travels of the 

Staff , Experts and Professors travelling to ICRAnet Centers and missions abroad. 

84. The expenses for “Coordination and Travel”, referring to the travels of the Director, 

amount to € 58,449.42. 
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85. The expenses for the entry “Research managed by Director” amount to € 5,485.50 , 

showing an increase of 81.8% comparing to 2014. 

86. The expenses for “Consultants” amount to € 14.141, showing a strong increase compared 

to 2014, when they amounted to € 8.374.    

87. The structure of the tables of the expenses, both in Statement of Financial Performance an 

in Note 16, is not compliant to best practices, in term of organization, definition of entries 

and precision in classification. Improvements are expected in next f.y. 

Recommendation n. 10 : 

88. We strongly recommend a better organization of the heading “Expenses” of the Statement 

of financial performance and of the related Note, since the breakdown does not reflects in 

a clear way a distintion between administrative costs and “core business” costs, such as 

training, research and conferences. 

Reply from management : 

Since the accounting is currently updated on the basis of a chart of accounts that does not 

allow the full distinction between the category of administrative costs and the costs related 

to the “core business”, in the balance sheet 2016 the individual cost items will be divided 

according to their belonging to one or another category. For their own nature there is 

necessarily an interdependence between administrative costs and costs related to the “core 

business”; for better clarity in the next chart of accounts there will be indication of their 

percentage in the partition of expenses. A full distinction could be developed already in 

the phase of recording once, in 2017, the new IT software for accounting will be adopted, 

as requested. 

 

Procurements  

89. No primary problem has  been detected in the procedures for procurements, but we noted 

lacks of guidelines and no formalization of rules. 

90. Although  we were assured by Staff that every purchase of a certain relevance is 

performed comparing at least three offers, there is no written rule about tender procedures 

and no explicit indication of value tresholds for more or less strict procedures is in place.    

 

 

Recommendation n. 11: 
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91. We recommend to adopt written rules about procedures to be followed in case of  

procurements over or under a certain threshold, and such threshold has to be explicitely 

indicated. 

  

Reply from management : 

A specific regulation will be adopted for supplies more expensive than 5.000,00 euro, 

that is the amount established as threshold. It is underlined that this limit in any case has been 

already considered in the past, even if not officially regulated by a written agreement. 

 

STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN NET ASSETS/ EQUITY FOR THE YEAR ENDED 

ON 31 DECEMBER 2015 

92. Table III “Statement of changes in net assets” represents in a very simplified way the 

effect of the surplus/deficit registered in the year on the net asset. In 2015 a surplus was 

registered, amounting to € 78,471.49, wilst a deficit of € 36,920.59 was registered in 

2014. In this Statement no distinction between different funds is presented and no 

specific destination or restricted use of the surplus is disclosed. In Note 14 a null value is 

shown for “Operating Reserve”. 

93. We note that the net asset value at the end of 2014 is not the same at the beginning of 

2015. Although the changeover to IPSAS could affect the continuity, a specific 

explanatory note is needed. 

94. Thanks to the surplus registered in 2015, net asset increased its value to € 1,452,127.08 

from € 1,373,655.59 of the beginning of the year. 

TABLE OF CASH FLOWS FOR THE PERIOD CLOSED ON 31 DECEMBER 2014 

95. The Table of cash flows identifies the sources of cash inflows, the items on which cash 

was spent during the reporting period, and the cash balance as at the reporting date. 

96. In 2015 ICRANET reported a cash flows from operating activities of -289.421,31 

97. We checked the underlying entries by selecting samples from some accounts. The result 

was that all transactions chosen were properly backed-up by supporting documentation. 

The Cash Flow Statement is thus   verified and confirmed. 

INTERNAL CONTROL 

98. As already observed in last year preliminary report, no Internal Control System is 

formally in use. 
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99. Due to the small dimension of the staff, no segregation of duties is implemented;   

managing and controlling are committed to the same persons.  

Recommendation n. 12: 

100. We recommend to formalize a distinction between the persons in charge for operating 

and checking activities in each operation. 

  

Reply from management : 

In spite of the limited number of units in ICRANet staff, there will be an organization of them 

in order to consent the fulfillment of the requested task.   

IT system 

101. We performed limited checks on the management software. We noted several errors 

that are amended by the staff manually; furthermore, some functions are disabled and 

some other, needed for an accrual based accounting and a smooth preparation of the 

Financial Statements, are not present. 

 Recommendation n. 13 : 

102.  We recommend to adopt a more efficient IT System, as already indicated in our 

observations il the last year report (see below in follow-up tables) 

   

Reply from management : 

Multiple estimates will be collected to evaluate the purchase of a new IT software for 

accounting that will consent to face the new accounting requirements to be implemented 

starting by the financial year 2017. 

 

FOLLOW UP OF OBSERVATION IN OUR “REPORT OF AGREED-UPON 

ACTIVITIES REGARDING FINANCIAL PROCEDURES AND ACCOUNTS AT 

DECEMBER 31, 2014   OF ICRANET” 

103.  From net year, we will follow-up all our previous recommendations and the comments 

received from ITU Management at the time of the issuance of the previous Report. 

104.  In this first Report we comment in ANNEX I only the state of implementation of the 

matters we signalled as relevant in our Report of agreed-upon activities regarding 

financial procedures and accounts at December 31, 2014   of ICRANet”.  
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ANNEX 1 – Follow-up of observations on 2014  

 
Observations raised 

by Corte dei conti 

Status as 

reported by ICRANet Staff 

Status on actions taken 

as evaluated 

by Corte dei conti 

a) 

(3) 

IT SYSTEM 

 “The computer system used for the 

management of the accounts is 

adequate for the limited purposes of the 

accounts in place, even if we collected 

evidence of some malfunction that 

required manual correction. In 

perspective, however, of the necessary 

transition to accounts compliant with 

international standards it will be 

necessary to adapt the systems in 

place to the needs of a financial and 

cash based budgeting, for approval, and 

an accrual based final accounting for 

reporting”. 

 Multiple estimates will be 

collected to evaluate the 

purchase of a new IT software 

for accounting that will 

consent to face the new 

accounting requirements to be 

implemented starting by the 

financial year 2017. 

 Ongoing 
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Observations raised 

by Corte dei conti 

Status as 

reported by ICRANet Staff 

Status on actions taken 

as evaluated 

by Corte dei conti 

b) 

(3 and 

6.3) 

TIMING 

“… the current position in February of 

the annual meeting of the Steering 

Committee, in relation to the 

regulatory requirements regarding the 

presentation and approval of the report 

(art. 9.2 and 9.4 of the Financial 

Regulation) does not allow the 

approval of the report in the year 

following the year of reference”.” It 

does not allow to have, so early, the 

financial statements "IPSAS 

compliant" for the year ended 

December 31 of the previous year” 

In order to have the approval of 

the Auditor Report in the year 

following the year of reference, 

an additional meeting of the 

Steering Committee will be 

called in the period June-

November of each year. 

 Ongoing 

c) 

(4.2) 

 DEFINITION OF CONTRIBUTE 

“It appears appropriate to standardize 

definitions, with the aim of 

distinguishing general purpose revenue 

that, under Article 13.6 of the Statute, 

are an integral part of the budget, from 

special and ear-marked ones”. 

The procedure will be implemented 

in 2017. 
 Delayed  
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Observations raised 

by Corte dei conti 

Status as 

reported by ICRANet Staff 

Status on actions taken 

as evaluated 

by Corte dei conti 

d) 

(5.3) 

DOCUMENTS FOR REFUNDING  

(MISSIONS)  

“…there is room for improvement of 

the documentation, in terms of 

acquisition of claims referring to the 

exclusion of the perception of similar 

refunds by other entities or of 

enjoyment of free meals or 

accommodation”. 

 The form used for the request of 

reimbursements will be improved 

and the beneficiary will have to 

declare that he/she is not 

receiving the same refund from 

other institutions.   

 Ongoing 

e) 

(5.4 and 

6.4) 

INTERNAL CONTROL FUNTION 

“The implementation of this function, 

required by art. 8.1 c of the Financial 

Regulation, is not formalized, but we 

collected evidence of the systematic 

execution of the checks and 

verifications suitable to contain the 

financial risk”.” We underline the need 

to implement fully the provisions of art. 

8.1 c of the Financial Regulation, with 

respect to internal control”. 

 In spite of the limited number of 

units in ICRANet staff, there will 

be an organization of them in 

order to consent the fulfillment of 

the requested task.   

 Ongoing 
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